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### Title:
**Port Workers Union of the Philippines vs. The Honorable Undersecretary of Labor and
Employment Bienvenido E. Laguesma, et al.**

### Facts:
The  case  revolves  around  petitions  for  certification  election  filed  by  various  unions
(SAMADA, PWUP, PEALU) aiming to represent workers of International Container Terminal
Services, Inc. (ICTSI) for collective bargaining agreement (CBA) negotiations, replacing the
incumbent  union,  Associated  Port  Checkers  and  Workers  Union  (APCWU).  Challenges
against  APCWU  began  with  SAMADA’s  petition  on  March  14,  1990,  followed  by
interventions from PWUP and PEALU. APCWU filed a motion to dismiss these petitions for
failing to meet the requirement of 25% consent signatures at the time of filing, a contention
upheld by the Med-Arbiter and affirmed by DOLE Undersecretary Bienvenido Laguesma.
PWUP escalated the matter to the Supreme Court, arguing grave abuse of discretion in
dismissing their petition and claim for certification election.

### Issues:
1. Did the petitions for certification election comply with the requirement of 25% written
consent from employees in the bargaining unit at the time of filing?
2. Is the directive procedure set by the DOLE Implementing Rules, requiring simultaneous
submission of the 25% consent signatures with the petition filing, a strict requirement that
should bar proceeding with certification election petitions?
3.  Does  the  new  CBA  concluded  by  ICTSI  and  APCWU  during  the  pendency  of
representation issues preclude the holding of a certification election?

### Court’s Decision:
The  Supreme  Court  ruled  in  favor  of  PWUP,  reversing  the  dismissal  orders  for  the
certification election petitions. The Court held that the requirement for submitting consent
signatures simultaneously with the petition filing, while provided in the DOLE Implementing
Rules, is not mandated by Article 256 of the Labor Code. It determined that the petitions
had substantially complied with the law by eventually gathering the necessary consent.
Furthermore, it declared that the newly concluded CBA could not bar a certification election
to determine the true representative of the workers, emphasizing that certification elections
are  the  most  democratic  method  for  such  determinations.  The  decision  mandated  the
scheduling and holding of a certification election among ICTSI workers with urgency.

### Doctrine:
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The Court established that:
1. The mere filing of a petition for certification election within the freedom period suffices
for the issuance of an order for holding a certification election, subject to the submission of
consent signatures within a reasonable period.
2. Technical rules should not hinder the correct determination of the labor organization
representing the majority of the workers.
3. A newly concluded CBA, while a representation case is pending, cannot constitute a bar
to the holding of a certification election.

### Class Notes:
–  **Article  256  of  the  Labor  Code:**  Focus  on  the  requirement  for  filing  a  petition
questioning the majority status of the incumbent bargaining agent, specifically the provision
allowing for the submission of written consent by at least 25% of all employees in the
bargaining unit to support the petition.
–  **DOLE Implementing  Rules  interpretation:**  Understand  that  certain  administrative
requirements, like the simultaneous submission of consent signatures, are directory rather
than mandatory if not expressly stipulated in the law they are supposed to implement.
–  **Certification  elections:**  Emphasize  the  policy  favoring  certification  elections  to
ascertain the collective bargaining representative, highlighting the principle that procedural
technicalities should not prevent the determination of the employees’ true representative.

### Historical Background:
This  case  occurred  against  a  backdrop  of  evolving  labor  law  jurisprudence  in  the
Philippines, emphasizing workers’ rights to self-organization and collective bargaining. It
underscores the tension between procedural regulations set by administrative bodies versus
the  substantive  rights  labor  laws  aim  to  protect.  The  decision  reflects  the  Court’s
commitment  to  ensuring  that  labor’s  participatory  rights  in  selecting  their  bargaining
representative are not unduly restricted by procedural technicalities.


